
Clearedin is a Cloud Collaboration Security platform that uses powerful Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) technology to protect you against threats via email (phishing and BEC), provide robust Data 
Leakage Prevention (DLP) and even secure you on other cloud collaboration channels such as Slack and Zoom. 

Clearedin is powered by the Identity Trust Graph, a self-curating digital map which observes your 
organization’s communication patterns to model the underlying trust relationships you have with customers, 
vendors, partners, and other external parties. This model is constantly and automatically kept up-to-date as 
your organization evolves and it’s used to protect your employees against threats across the most popular 
cloud / digital channels employees use to stay productive. 

The Identity Trust Graph delivers powerful historical and behavioral context for security decision making, 
answering questions like:

- Does this sender typically email this recipient? From this location? Following this path?
- Is this a first-time sender? First-time domain? Newly created domain?
- Does it match other external senders or domains that we already trust?

Other technologies look at each email in a vacuum without considering historical context, which is why 
targeted phishing attacks have been so effective so far.
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Clearedin gives you unparalleled and unified visibility into the threats to your organization across all 
your cloud collaboration channels. You can quickly see which files are being shared anonymously or with 
suspicious users,  which Slack or Teams channels are being targeted with malicious links, and of course 
the email phishing attacks that are coming into your organization.

Clearedin gives your SOC powerful tools to threat-hunt for lateral attacks once an initial attack has been 
discovered. Your analysts can pattern-match across a number of different dimensions including sender, 
domain, geo-location, filename, and more in order to aggregate multiple attacks into one campaign.

Once analyzed, remediation is a click – literally. Your SOC team can purge emails, tear down links, 
remove messages from Slack channels, and more with  just a simple click from the Clearedin dashboard.
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